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This study presents an examination of the transmission properties of multilayered partitions made up
of multiple micro-perforated plates (MPPs) coupled to acoustic enclosures with general impedance bound-
aries. Multi-layered MPPs can lower the transmission while minimizing reflection in the source and receiving
enclosure. Previous research has mainly focused on the double MPPs or triple MPPs partition itself. How-
ever, it is vital to analyze the in-situ sound transmission loss of the multi-layered MPP and their efficiency
in a complex vibro-acoustic environment. The case when the multilayered MPPs are coupled to a receiving
enclosure or coupled to both a source and receiving enclosure is investigated. The objective is to provide an
analytical method to evaluate the transmission properties of multilayered MPPs coupled to acoustic enclo-
sures while being computationally more efficient than the finite element method (FEM). Using the modified
Fourier series for the acoustic pressure, a variational form for the acoustic and structure medium yields a com-
pletely coupled vibroacoustic system. A comparison between the sound transmission loss of the double MPPs,
when mounted on an impedance tube and coupled to acoustics enclosures, shows the modal effect of the en-
closures. The effect of enclosure shape, impedance boundary, perforation ratio, air gap thickness on the sound
transmission properties of the double MPPs structure is examined for both cases. Finally, in both situations,
the performance of triple MPP structure insulation is evaluated.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, micro-perforated panels (MPP)
have become more popular as a means of noise re-
duction. In the initial design, the arrangement in-
volved placing perforated panels in front of a solid
wall. The purpose was to increase particle velocity
through the perforations and dissipate acoustic energy,
as documented by Maa (1998). Remarkably, with-
out the need for an additional layer of porous mate-
rials, the sub-millimeter-sized holes were capable of
providing relatively broad-spectrum absorption. This
phenomenon results from the shear forces generated
by air vibrations as they pass through these tiny open-
ings. As a result, this design approach facilitates the
construction of sound-absorbing walls that are both

lightweight and free of fibers, all while maintaining
high functionality. MPPs may be utilized as acoustic
liners at the intake and exhaust of aircraft nacelles
to minimize fan and jet engine noise because of their
resistance to degradation and their ability to survive
harsh settings where porous materials can degrade.
These materials are great for use as outdoor noise bar-
riers, and may even be made out of transparent mate-
rials. Therefore, they might be particularly helpful to
architects who utilize interior or exterior glass struc-
tures (Fuchs, Zha, 1997), for example, to reduce the
long reverberation durations that contribute to poor
intelligibility in glass-enclosed spaces. And since envi-
ronmental considerations are taken into account while
creating standards, it is anticipated that in the future,
these lightweight, non-polluting, soundproof alterna-
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tives, which may be made from recyclable materials,
would replace the use of porous barriers.

Micro-perforated panels have also been used
in a vast array of other technical applications. Micro-
perforated cylinder silencers were the subject of ana-
lytical and experimental study by Bravo et al. (2016)
in the high-sound pressure and low-frequency domains.
They examined the nonlinear behavior of a micro-
perforated cylinder liner as it dissipated energy and
transmitted sound at high pressure. Alisah et al.
(2021) studied the potential of an expansion chamber
coupled micro-perforated cylindrical panel using the
boundary element method to enhance the acoustic at-
tenuation for in-duct noise control issues. Yu et al.
(2015) studied the effectiveness of hybrid silencers
made from MPPs and inner partitions, finding that the
balance between dissipative and reactive noise attenua-
tion effects could be modified by varying the ideal hole
size and perforation ratio, among other aspects. Al-
lam and Åbom (2011) included MPPs in the design of
vehicle exhaust mufflers, indicating that mufflers made
using MPPs rather than porous materials provide the
advantage of a non-fibrous, lighter alternative. Micro-
perforated insertion units were developed by Pfret-
zschner et al. (2006) and may be used to protect
the acoustic properties of MPPs while reinforcing their
fragile thin plates or foils. To increase the frequency
range, Liu et al. (2017) investigated layered sound
absorbers on which a 3D-printed MPP was mounted
using a porous sound absorbent material. Yang and
Cheng (2016) conducted research on the sound ab-
sorption properties of MPPs when supported by either
an air volume or a honeycomb structure within small
enclosures. Their study revealed that the interaction
between the backing cavity and the enclosure had a no-
table influence on the MPP’s ability to absorb sound.
Kang and Brocklesby (2005) investigated the via-
bility of utilizing a window arrangement with transpar-
ent micro-perforated absorbers and proved that noise
could be decreased while enabling much greater airflow
compared with traditional window systems. An opti-
mization of the MPP with a multi-depth cavity was
carried out by Falsafi and Ohadi (2018) to extend
the absorption bandwidth. MPPs have been utilized
in honeycomb and corrugated constructions as low-
frequency sound-absorbing structures (Meng et al.,
2017; 2019; Tang et al., 2017; 2019).

Although sound absorption has been the primary
focus of most investigations on MPPs, just a few have
studied their sound-isolating properties. Toyoda and
Takahashi (2008) examined the acoustic properties
of an infinite MPP structure with a back wall. To re-
duce mid-frequency transmission loss, they performed
an analysis of the problem in only two dimensions and
proposed an air gap subdivision, namely the use of
a structure based on honeycomb. Micro-perforation en-
hances soundproofing effectiveness at the mass-spring

resonance in the two studies of the soundproofing prop-
erties of infinite double and triple windows and pa-
nels with micro-perforations (Mu et al., 2011a; 2011b).
Sound transmission loss (STL) results of single and
double-layered construction with and without micro-
perforations were compared by Dupont et al. (2003)
in their study of lightweight MPP systems. Bravo
et al. (2012) developed a fully coupled modal ap-
proach that predicts the absorption and transmis-
sion characteristics of flexible MPP-cavity-plate par-
titions. The study was expanded (Bravo et al., 2014)
and a comparison was conducted between MPP-MPP-
plate and MPP-porous-plate partitions. Kim et al.
(2020a) conducted a comprehensive analysis using
the transfer matrix technique to study the impact
of micro-perforations on the sound transmission loss
(STL) of multi-layered infinite MPPs across the en-
tire frequency spectrum. They employed the con-
cept of equivalent impedance, which combines the
impedances associated with both the inertia term and
the micro-perforations, as a means to characterize the
effects of these perforations. In a related study, Kim
et al. (2020b) employed the transfer matrix approach
while assuming conditions of plane waves in the low-
frequency domain. Their investigation centered on an-
alyzing the STL of multi-layered flexible MPPs, which
were positioned within a rectangular cross-sectioned
impedance tube. Their particular focus was on under-
standing the behavior of these panels at resonance fre-
quencies.

Analytical and numerical techniques have been uti-
lized to characterize the insulating characteristics of
the dividing partition and the parameters that lead to
observed differences in the low-frequency range of these
qualities to fully explain how finite cavities affect the
findings. Kihlman (1967) examined inaccuracies in
sound transmission measurement using modal analy-
sis. He noticed that systematic differences may develop
in the low-frequency spectrum if the source and receiv-
ing rooms have identical dimensions. Other authors
(Mulholland, Lyon, 1973; Gagliardini et al.,
1991; Kropp et al., 1994; Osipov et al., 1997a; 1997b)
have adopted comparable strategies to investigate the
impact on the measured low-frequency sound transmis-
sion loss such as room size, source location, reverbe-
ration duration, interface geometry, or mounting con-
ditions. Bravo and Elliott (2004) introduced a cou-
pled model to investigate systems comprising cavity-
panel-cavity and cavity-panel configurations, focusing
on the evaluation of low-frequency sound transmis-
sion loss. Cheng et al. (2005) studied the transmission
of energy within double-wall partitions that were me-
chanically coupled to an acoustic cavity. They specifi-
cally examined how the noise insulation characteristics
of these structures were affected by factors such as the
air gap and mechanical connections, utilizing a fully
coupled vibro-acoustic formulation.
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We have characterized the double and triple MPPs
configurations, as they are of relevance when consid-
ering the reduction of the noise transmitted through
building walls while providing boundary absorption in
the source room and receiving room, lowering their
reverberation times and improving the speech intel-
ligibility. In a typical application, multi-layered MPPs
might be utilized to reduce transmissions and reflec-
tions from both sides compared to the double plate or
the plate-cavity-MPP partitions. Multi-layered MPPs
behavior must be evaluated in such applications by
considering it as a component of the complete sys-
tem. There are two significant limitations in exist-
ing research: (a) the sound transmission of multi-
layered MPPs were assessed in simple acoustic environ-
ment such as impedance tube or free-field conditions,
and (b) the effect of enclosures and boundary condi-
tions on transmission loss the double and triple MPPs
structures, when coupled to a receiving enclosure or
both the source and receiving enclosure, was not con-
sidered. Since these characteristics can greatly alter
the transmission properties of multi-layered MPPs,
comprehensive knowledge of vibro-acoustic phenom-
ena and their sensitivity to changes in system parame-
ters is of paramount importance. Additionally, the de-
velopment of a versatile and precise methodology ca-
pable of addressing various aspects of systems would
greatly benefit both academic researchers and engi-
neers. While numerical approaches such as the finite
element method (FEM) are effective for obtaining rel-
evant acoustic data, there is a preference for analytical
techniques due to their computational efficiency. Ana-
lytical methods are particularly suited for parametric
investigations, sensitivity analyses, and optimization.
They also serve as reliable benchmarks for the devel-
opment of acoustic engineering software.

To address the limitations observed in previous
models and offer a clearer understanding of the trans-
mission properties of double MPP coupled to acoustic
enclosures and their sensitivity to changes in various
system parameters, we propose a vibro-acoustic formu-
lation for modeling the behavior of the coupled system.
In this proposed approach, we use the modified Fourier
series to express the acoustic pressure within the en-
closures. Our model assumes a clamped boundary con-
dition, which, while more complex to handle analyti-
cally than the simply supported boundary condition,
better reflects real-world engineering scenarios in many
cases. To obtain solutions for displacement and acous-
tic pressure, we apply a modified variational principle
for the coupled system. Our approach efficiency and
accuracy is validated by comparing it with the FEM
and impedance tube results. We investigate the im-
pact of key factors on the sound transmission loss of
a multi-layered MPP structure when coupled to a re-
ceiving acoustic enclosure or both the receiving and
source enclosure. These factors include the dimensions

of the acoustic enclosure, air gap thickness, acoustic
enclosure impedance, plate micro-perforation, and the
presence of absorbent materials within the gap. Fi-
nally, the case of triple MPPs is also investigated.

2. Theoretical formulations

2.1. Description of the coupled system

Figure 1 illustrates the coupled system under inves-
tigation in the present study. This system is a double
MPP that is separated by an air gap and coupled to
an enclosure cavity. The double MPP structure is com-
posed of two homogeneous and isotropic rectangular
micro-perforated plates. The two MPPs are identical.
The clamped boundary condition for the MPP is as-
sumed. A uniform, oblique plane sound wave with an
incidence elevation angle φ and an azimuth angle θ is
applied to the top MPP, designated 1, whilst the lower
MPP denoted 2, is coupled to a receiving enclosure in
the first case. To study the vibro-acoustic behavior of
double MPP when coupled to both a source and re-
ceiving enclosure, an acoustic point source is placed in
a secondary enclosure and coupled to the double MPPs
structure in the second case. The air gap and the acous-
tic enclosures have acoustically rigid walls except for
the regions occupied by the two MPPs. Nonetheless,
it is worth noting that we can readily introduce an ar-
bitrary impedance surface condition when necessary.

Second case: Source enclosure

First case: Acoustic excitation

Receiving enclosure

Air gapMPP2

MPP1

hₐ

hₑ

LyX

Z

Y
Lₓ

Fig. 1. Schematic of a double micro-perforated plate
structure coupled to an enclosure.

The acoustic pressure in the acoustic gap should
satisfy both the wave equation and the corresponding
boundary conditions.

The wave equation is given as:

∇2pg + k2pg = 0, (1)
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where pg is the acoustic pressure within the acoustic
gap, k = ω

c0
is the wavenumber, and ∇2 = ∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂y2
+ ∂2

∂z2
.

The boundary conditions on the air gap bound-
aries:

∂pg

∂z
= jωρ0v1, on MPP1, (1)1

∂pg

∂z
= −jωρ0v2, on MPP2, (1)2

∂pg

∂n
= 0, Z(ω) =∞, on the rigid wall, (1)3

where ρ0 and c0 are the density of air and the speed
of sound, respectively, and vj is the average velocity
of the j-th MPP.

Similarly, the acoustic pressure within the enclo-
sure satisfies the wave equation including the continu-
ity conditions on the boundaries:

∇2pe + k2pe = 0,

∂pe
∂z
= jωρ0v2, on MPP2,

∂pe
∂z
= −jωρ0

pe
Z
, on the walls,

(2)

where pe is the acoustic pressure inside the enclosure.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the average velocity v of

the MPP is related directly to the velocity of the plate
vp as well as the velocity of the fluid vf as it passes
through the hole:

v = vp(1 − σ) + vfσ, (3)

where σ denotes the perforation ratio, and it is defined
as σ = πd2/4U2, where d denotes the hole’s diameter
and U represents the distance between the holes of the
MPP.

Fig. 2. Average velocity on the surface of the j-th MPP.

As was shown in prior research (Takahashi,
Tanaka, 2002), the impedance of the MPP is related
to the pressure difference:

Zresist(vf − vp) +Zreactvf =∆p. (4)

According to Maa (1998), the impedance of the
hole, Z = Zresist+Zreact, which consist of a resistive part
and an imaginary part. The former corresponds to the

resistive force between the fluid and the inner surface
of the hole and the latter deals with the inertia force
(motion) of the fluid in the hole. They are given as:

Zresist =
8η0h

(d/2)2
⎛
⎝

√
1 + X

2

32
+

√
2dX
32h

⎞
⎠
, (5)

Zreact = jρωh
⎛
⎜
⎝

1 + 1√
9 + X2

2

+ 8d

3πh

⎞
⎟
⎠
, (6)

where η0 represents the air’s viscosity coefficient, h de-
notes the thickness of the MPP, and X = (d

2
)
√

ρω
η
.

When we eliminate vj,f from Eqs. (3) and (4), we
get the relation:

v = γvp +
σ∆p

Z
, (7)

in which
γ = 1 − σ (Zreact

Z
). (8)

For the first MPP, ∆p1 = p0 − pg.
The governing equation of the first MPP is given as

a function of MPP displacement w1 (and v1,p = jωw1):

D1∇4w1 −M1ω
2w1 = p0 − pg, (9)

where M1 is the mass per unit area and D1 is the
flexural rigidity of the first MPP, it can be written as:

D1 = E1h
3
1/12(1 − v21), (10)

where E1 represent Young’s modulus, v1 is Poisson’s
ratio, and h1 is the thickness.

In Eq. (10), damping of the structure is taken into
consideration by inserting complex Young’s modulus
E(1 + jη), where η is the loss factor.

The sound pressure acting on the incident panel
consists of three distinct pressures: the incident pres-
sure, the reflected pressure, and the radiated pressure.
Among these three components, the radiated pres-
sure is notably negligible. This is primarily due to the
incident plate’s impedance is comparable to that of
a rigid boundary when subjected to air loading. Conse-
quently, it is reasonable to assume that the magnitudes
of the incident and reflected pressure waves are equal
(Carneal, Fuller, 2004; Chazot, Guyader, 2007).

Hence, in cases involving light fluid-loading and
sub-millimetric holes with substantial resistive effects,
neglecting the radiated pressure directed outward and
assuming equivalence in magnitude between the inci-
dent and reflected pressures, we can conclude that the
blocked pressure, often referred to as the excitation
pressure, is twice the magnitude of the incident wave:

p0(x, y, t) = 2pinc exp (jωt − jkz cos(φ)

− jky sin(φ) sin(θ) − jkx sin(φ) cos(θ)). (11)
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In the same manner, the governing equation of the
second MPP is given as a function of the MPP dis-
placement w2 (and v2,p = jωw2):

D2∇4w2 −M2ω
2w2 = pg − pe, (12)

where M2 is the mass per unit area and D2 is the
flexural rigidity of the second MPP.

2.2. Solution procedure of the coupled system

Under the assumption that the double MPP are
fully clamped, the transverse deflection and moment
rotation of each panel are constrained to remain zero
along their edges. Consequently, their transverse dis-
placements can be expressed as:

wj,p(x, y) =∑m,n
qj,mnϕmn(x, y), (13)

where the modal functions ϕmn or, more strictly speak-
ing, the basic functions take the following forms (Xin
et al., 2008):

ϕmn(x, y) =
⎛
⎝

1− cos(2mπx

Lx
)
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝

1− cos(2nπy

Ly
)
⎞
⎠
. (14)

Note that the clamped modal function of Eq. (13) is
different from the simply supported modal function
ϕmn(x, y) = sin ( 2mπx

Lx
) sin ( 2nπy

Ly
).

To ensure differential continuity at the structural-
acoustic coupling interface, the sound field inside the
enclosure and the air gap may be represented (Du
et al., 2011):

pg(x, y, z)=
Mx

∑
mx=0

My

∑
my=0

Mz

∑
mz=0

Agmxmymz

⋅ cos(λmxx) cos(λmyy) cos(λmzz)

+
Mx

∑
mx=0

My

∑
my=0

(ξ1Lz(z)agmxmy
+ξ2Lz(z)bgmxmy

)

⋅ cos(λmxx) cos(λmyy), (15)

pe(x, y, z)=
Mx

∑
mx=0

My

∑
my=0

Mz

∑
mz=0

Aemxmymz

⋅ cos(λmxx) cos(λmyy) cos(λmzz)

+
Mx

∑
mx=0

My

∑
my=0

ξ2Lz(z)bemxmy

⋅ cos(λmxx) cos(λmyy), (16)

where λms = msπ
Ls

, (s = x, y, z). The supplemental func-
tions ξ1Ls(s) and ξ2Ls(s) can be found in (Du et al.,
2011).

Theoretically, an acoustic analysis of a cavity can
be formulated using a variational approach. This ap-
proach can yield a solution that is more advantageous

compared to simply solving the Helmholtz equation.
To achieve this objective, a modified variational ap-
proach (Chien, 1983; Qu et al., 2013a; 2013b) is em-
ployed to define the distribution of sound pressure.
This technique involves seeking the minimum value of
the corresponding modified variational function:

∭
Vg

1

2
[pg

jk

ρ0c0
pg − (∇pg)T

j

ρ0ω
(∇pg)] dV

+ ∬
SMPP1

pgv1 dS − ∬
SMPP2

pgv2 dS = 0. (17)

Using Eq. (17) we get:

∭
Vg

1

2
[pg

jk

ρ0c0
pg − (∇pg)T

j

ρ0ω
(∇pg)] dV

+ ∬
SMPP1

pg (γ1v1,p +
σ1∆p1
Z1

)dS

− ∬
SMPP2

pg (γ2v2,p +
σ2∆p2
Z2

)dS = 0, (18)

where ∆p1 = p0 − pg and ∆p2 = pg − pe.
The characteristic equation may be found by in-

serting the admissible function specified in Eqs. (13),
(15), and (16) into Eq. (18), and then carrying out
the variational operation in terms of the generalized
coordinate vector.

The resultant equation for the air gap is as:

[Kg + jωZg + ω2Mg]Pg + ω2Cpg,w1WMPP1

− ω2Cpg,w2WMPP2 + jωCpg,pePg = jω {P0,w1}. (19)

In the same manner, for the acoustic enclosure, we get:

[Ke + jωZe + ω2Me]Pe + ω2Cpe,w2WMPP2

+ jωCpe,pgPg = {0e}. (20)

By setting the integral of a weighted residual of the
modal function to zero, an arbitrarily accurate double
series solution can be obtained. For the current dou-
ble MPPs partition system, the integral equations are:

∬
SMPP1

(D1∇4w1 −M1ω
2w1)ϕmn(x, y)dxdy

= ∬
SMPP1

p0ϕmn(x, y)dxdy

− ∬
SMPP1

pgϕmn(x, y)dxdy, (21)
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∬
SMPP2

(D2∇4w2 −M2ω
2w2)ϕmn(x, y)dxdy

= ∬
SMPP2

pgϕmn(x, y)dxdy

− ∬
SMPP2

peϕmn(x, y)dxdy. (22)

By substituting Eqs. (13), (15), and (16) into
Eqs. (21) and (22) and subsequently engaging in metic-
ulous yet straightforward algebraic manipulations, the
matrix equations for the MPPs are derived:

[Kp1 + ω2Mp1]WMPP1

+CT
pg,w1

Pg = {P ′

0,w1
}, (23)

[Kp2 + ω2Mp2]WMPP2 −CT
pg,w2

Pg

+CT
pe,w2

Pe = {0} . (24)

The enclosure and the air gap Eqs. (19) and (20) and
the MPPs Eqs. (23) and (24) form a set (Ne + Ng +
MMPP1 +MMPP2) of coupled equations that may be
put in matrix form as:

[K + jωC + ω2M]X =Q, (25)

where M and K are diagonal matrices representing the
mass and stiffness of the whole system, respectively,
and X is the vector of the unknown complex modal am-
plitudes. The MPP and cavity modal components that
couple with the external pressure are correspondingly
represented by the generalized excitation vector Q.

To study the effect of a source room on the trans-
mission properties of multi-layered MPPs. The pre-
vious theoretical formulations could also be extended
to include a secondary acoustic enclosure as a source
room.

The acoustic pressure in the emitting enclosure sat-
isfies the wave equation including the continuity con-
ditions on the boundaries:
∇2ps + k2ps = jωρ0Qδ(x − x0)(y − y0)(z − z0),

∂ps
∂z
= jωρ0v1,

(26)

where ps is the acoustic pressure inside the enclosure,
Q is the source strength, and (x0, y0, z0) is the position
of the acoustic source.

Similarly making use of the modified Fourier se-
ries for the acoustic pressure and then carrying out
the variational operation in terms of the generalized
coordinate vector. A new set (Ns +Ne +Ng +MMPP1 +
MMPP2) of coupled equations can be obtained.

2.3. Sound transmission loss

The transmission loss or sound reduction index of
a double MPP connected to a receiving enclosure is
defined by:

TL = 10 log10 (
Πinc

Πrad
) [dB], (27)

where Πinc and Πrad are the sound power incident and
radiated by the double MPP structure, respectively, at
a given frequency.

The incident acoustic power can be defined as:

Πinc =
1

2
Re∬

A

pi.v
∗

i dA. (28)

The conjugate of a complex variable is denoted by
∗, vi is the acoustic velocity, and pi the incident sound
pressure. When the incident wave is plane and the
acoustic medium is air, the incident power is (Cha-
zot, Guyader, 2007; Xin et al., 2008):

Πinc =
p2i cos(ϕ).S

2ρ0c0
. (29)

The potential energy in the receiving enclosure is
used to compute the partition’s radiated power.

In the second case where the multilayered MPPs
are connected to both a receiving and the source room,
we define the sound transmission loss as (Løvholt
et al., 2017):

STL = 20 log10 (
∣pre∣
∣pso∣

) , (30)

where ∣pre∣ and ∣pso∣ are the absolute values of the pres-
sure averaged over the receiving room and the source
room, respectively.

3. Numerical model

The numerical model is constructed using COM-
SOL Multiphysics. In this model, a plane wave is ap-
plied to the incident section. The air in the incident
field, receiving enclosure, and air gap is considered
to be compressible, with no consideration for ther-
mal conductivity or viscosity. Therefore, the pressure
acoustics module within COMSOL, which is suitable
for all frequency-domain simulations, is employed.

During the simulation, the MPP are represented
as isotropic linear elastic materials using COMSOL’s
Solid Mechanics module. It is important to note
that the simulation accounts for the thermal conduc-
tion and viscosity of the air within the small pores. To
handle this, the thermal-acoustics module is utilized.

In the case where a source enclosure is coupled to
the multilayered MPPs, the incident field is replaced
by an enclosure and the pressure acoustics module is
employed.

3.1. Boundary conditions

In the finite element (FE) model, it is assumed
that at the interface between the pressure acoustic
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field and the solid panel, the normal accelerations of
the air and the panel are equal. Furthermore, the FE
model enforces continuous normal stress, acceleration,
and adiabatic conditions at the interface between the
thermal acoustic field and the pressure acoustic field.
Additionally, the air velocity at the interface between
the thermal acoustic field and the solid panel coupling
boundary is set to be equal to the velocity of the panel,
and temperature variation is treated as isothermal.

The FE model also takes into account the boundary
conditions of the MPP, the acoustic enclosure, and the
air gap. Tetrahedral elements are used to mesh the FE
model, as depicted in Fig. 3. It is important to note
that the dimensions of each part have an impact on
the size of the elements used in the model.

Incidence field

Acoustic enclosure

0.2

0

0.1

0.2

0.6

0.4

0.2[m]

[m] [m]

0

MPP1

Air gap

MPP2

Fig. 3. FE model of a double MPP coupled to an acoustic
enclosure.

4. Numerical results and discussions

In this section, the model is validated and a para-
metric study is conducted by the theoretical modeling
and solution approach outlined in the preceding sec-
tions of the paper. Comparison between the STL of
the double MPP structure, in both cases, obtained us-
ing the current approach and FEM is carried out first
to assess the limit of applicability and verify its relia-
bility and accuracy. Then, parametric research on the
effect of the coupled system parameters on the sound
transmission loss is also carried out, including acoustic
enclosure dimension and impedance, micro-perforation
of the MPPs, air gap thickness, and the influence of the
absorbent material introduced in the gap.

4.1. Validation of the analytical formulation

The numerical precision and accuracy of the ana-
lytical formulation are assessed on a double MPP con-
nected to a receiving enclosure and both a source and
receiving enclosure.

In this study, we consider MPPs made of aluminum
plates with the following material properties: Young’s
modulus E = 7.2 × 1010 Pa, Poisson’s ratio v = 0.34,
density ρp = 2700 kg/m3, and the loss factor is assumed
to be η = 0.01. The sidewalls around the air gap cavity
and the enclosure are perfectly rigid. The properties of
air are ρ0 = 1.2 kg/m3 and c0 = 343 m/s, and the vis-
cosity is η0 = 17.9 × 10−6 kg/m ⋅ s. The flexible MPPs
have a dimension of 0.2 m× 0.2 m, and 1 mm thick.
The depth of the air gap (ha) and the receiving enclo-
sure (he) considered are 0.1 and 0.5 m, respectively. In
the case when the double MPPs structure is connected
to both a receiving and source enclosure, a point source
of strength Q0 = 10−4 m3/s placed at (0.15, 0.12, 0.4)
in the source enclosure. The dimensions of the source
enclosure are: Lx ×Ly × he2 = 0.2 m× 0.2 m× 0.6 m.

The clamped boundary conditions for both the flex-
ible MPPs are considered in the present solution tech-
nique. The MPP parameters are σ1 = σ2 = 0.1% and
d1 = d2 = 0.8 mm.

The primary factor influencing the accuracy of the
solution is the number of modes employed for decom-
posing both displacement and acoustic pressure. To
ensure the calculation accuracy, the number of modal
truncations (N) and (M) is checked for both the struc-
tural and acoustic domains based on the FE calcula-
tion results. Typically, precision can be enhanced by
increasing the number of modes until convergence is
obtained within the desired frequency range. For the
dimensions of the coupled system, when N1 = N2 = 7
andMx =My =Mz = 4, a satisfactory level of accuracy
is obtained.

Figure 4 illustrates the sound transmission loss re-
sults of a double MPP structure under sound excita-
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Fig. 4. Comparison of calculated STLs using the present
approach and FEM results for double MPP coupled to a re-

ceiving enclosure.
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tion using the current approach and FEM simulation.
As depicted, the STL predictions obtained through
the present technique align closely with the results ob-
tained through FEM simulation, demonstrating good
agreement between the two methods.

Figure 5 illustrates the STL results of a double
MPP structure when connected to a receiving and
source enclosure was examined using the current ap-
proach alongside FEM simulations. As illustrated, the
STL derived from the current method employed in
this study agrees with the outcomes obtained through
the FEM simulation.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of calculated STLs using the present
approach and FEM results for double MPP coupled to

both the receiving and source enclosure.

4.2. Comparison with impedance tube

Comparisons are made between the predicted TL
when the finite partition is mounted on a rectangu-
lar impedance tube, and when it is coupled to acous-
tic enclosures. Particularly, we have selected the study
provided by Kim et al. (2020b), which examines the
propagation of two-dimensional plane waves over an
insulating partition of a finite size 0.26× 0.21 m con-
sisting of two flexible MPPs mounted on the rectan-
gular Kundt tube separated by an air gap of 0.03 m
with clamped supported boundaries. Simulations were
conducted using the same physical parameters as in
the selected study (Kim et al., 2020b): the MPPs are
made of aluminium with the following physical prop-
erties; Young’s modulus of 7.2× 1010 Pa, the density of
2700 kg/m3, Poisson’s ratio of 0.34, structural damp-
ing ratio of 0.01, 1 mm thickness, 0.8 mm diameter
holes, and a perforation ratio of 0.05%. The chosen di-
mensions for the MPPs are 0.26× 0.21 m. The dimen-
sion of the receiving acoustic enclosure is Lx×Ly×he =
0.26 m× 0.21 m× 0.4 m.

Figure 6 displays the findings for the TL when the
double MPPs are excited by a plane wave coupled
to a receiving enclosure, and when an emitting room
is connected to the coupled system. Comparing these
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Fig. 6. Computed STL for double MPP coupled to acous-
tic enclosures using the same physical parameters as in

(Kim et al., 2020b).

findings to those of the finite double MPP partition
put on an impedance tube reveals that the suggested
modal formulation can predict the TL’s general trend
with high accuracy over a broad range of frequencies.
Also, the STL is improved at plate-cavity-plate res-
onance in the coupled configuration similarly to the
impedance tube case. It can be observed that there
are visible and separated natural frequencies of the
receiving room. As a result, intense dips and fluctu-
ations marked the TL in addition to those presenting
the modal behavior of the structure. However, it can be
remarked that the STL is slightly degraded when cou-
pled to an acoustic enclosure. The acoustic resonances
present in the enclosure offer further information on
the modal effects on the sound transmission. The TL
drops turn negative (Fig. 6), while the TL remains pos-
itive in Kundt’s tube example. This paradoxical fea-
ture is due to the resonance of the coupled system.
To further study the effect of the source room on the
transmission properties of the structure, a secondary
enclosure is coupled to the multilayered MPPs as an
emitting room. The dimensions of the source enclosure
are Lx×Ly×he2 = 0.26 m× 0.21 m× 0.3 m with a source
strength Q0 = 10−4 m3/s placed at (0.15, 0.12, 0.2).
From Fig. 6, the predicted TL for the multi-layered
MPPs when it is connected to a source and receiving
an enclosure. It can be seen that the modal behavior of
the emitting room is still present at very low frequen-
cies presented by the dips and fluctuations on the STL
curve corresponding to the excited acoustic modes in
both the source and receiving enclosures.

4.3. Parametric analysis

Numerical modeling is used to investigate the im-
pact of various system parameters on the sound trans-
mission of the double MPPs structure. Numerical ana-
lysis is employed to assess various critical system pa-
rameters. These include factors such as the dimensions
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and impedance of the acoustic enclosure, the perfora-
tion ratio of the MPP, the thickness of the air gap,
and the incorporation of absorbent materials within
the gap. In the first case, the upper MPP is under
acoustic excitation and an acoustic point source of
strength Q0 = 10−4 m3/s is placed at (0.15, 0.12, 0.4)
in the source room in the second. In numerical simu-
lations, the dimensions of the coupled enclosures are
defined as follows: the dimension of the enclosure
is Lx×Ly ×he1 = 0.5 m× 0.35 m× 0.6 m, the dimension
of the source enclosure when coupled to the system
is Lx ×Ly ×he2 = 0.5 m× 0.35 m× 0.7 m, and the phys-
ical properties of the MPPs are kept the same as in
the previous section. The air gap depth (ha) is 70 mm
and the hole diameter is 0.3 mm.

4.3.1. Effect of acoustic enclosure dimensions on STL

To investigate the modal effects of both the receiv-
ing enclosure and emitting enclosure on STL, a set of
numerical simulations with varying he is conducted.
Figure 7 displays the impact of different receiving en-
closure depths on the sound transmission loss of the
double MPP structure when connected to an acoustic
enclosure under acoustic excitation.
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Fig. 7. Sound transmission loss of double MPP for different
dimensions of receiving acoustic enclosure, σ1 = σ2 = 0.1%.

Using the potential energy in the receiving cham-
ber for calculation, Fig. 7 illustrates the corresponding
transmission loss. The introduction of the receiving en-
closure has notably influenced the previous results, pri-
marily due to its modal properties playing a role. Be-
low the first mode controlled by the enclosure, energy
transmission is primarily influenced by structural res-
onances. The observable difference in the curves arises
because the modes of the coupled enclosure amplify
the mean square pressure within it for a given panel
excitation. Additionally, changes in the enclosure size
lead to modifications in the resonance frequencies, re-
sulting in shifts in the dips corresponding to excited
enclosure modes. It is worth noting that a decrease
in the cavity depth results in an increase in the asso-
ciated frequencies of the acoustical cavity, as seen in

Fig. 7. For instance, the dip generated by the acoustic
mode at 678 shifts to 592 Hz when the depth changes
from 0.5 to 0.6 m. In the second case when the dou-
ble MPPs is connected to a source room, the depth
of the emitting enclosure is varied (he2 = 0.6, 0.7,
and 0.8 m) while maintaining the receiving enclosure
depth constant and equal to 0.6 m. It can be seen from
Fig. 8 that additional dips and peaks are present. This
can be explained by the sensitivity of the diffuseness
of the acoustic field to many parameters such as the
source position and the room geometry. The presence
of receiving enclosure or a source and receiving enclo-
sure wield a significant influence on the STL of double
MPP structures. Hence, the transmission loss of dou-
ble MPPs connected to acoustic enclosures necessitates
thorough examination in each case.
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Fig. 8. Sound transmission loss of double MPP for different
dimensions of source acoustic enclosure, σ1 = σ2 = 0.1%.

4.3.2. Effect of acoustic enclosure impedance on STL

The coupled system transmits the acoustic exci-
tation into the enclosure. The enclosure’s boundary
conditions may affect the acoustic properties of the
enclosure and further influence the transmission of en-
ergy via the double MPP structure. Consequently, it is
crucial to examine the influence of wall impedance on
energy transmission. Figure 9 shows how the coupled
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Fig. 9. Effect of impedance on STL, σ1 = σ2 = 0.1%.
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system’s sound insulation properties change when the
impedance is modified. Note that impedance bound-
ary conditions are accounted for by modifying Eq. (2).
The impact of the impedance’s real component is in-
vestigated.

The influence of the real component of the impe-
dance on the STL is shown in Fig. 9. STLs are com-
puted with specified values of impedance Z0 = j × 108,
Z1 = ρ0c(200− 2j), Z2 = ρ0c(20− j2), Z3 = ρ0c(2− 2j).
These three numbers represent the corresponding sound
absorption coefficients: rigid, 0.04, 0.58, and 0.86. As
can be observed in Fig. 9, the STL improves when-
ever there is a general rise in the sound absorption co-
efficient. In cases with very low absorption coefficients,
the STL over the whole frequency spectrum that was
investigated, is practically the same as that of rigid
walls. More than 0.04 sound absorption, STL occurs
mostly at the resonance frequencies of the enclosure
but is largely unchanged at the initial resonant fre-
quencies of the system. This is because the real com-
ponent of the impedance increases sound transmission
capabilities by enabling the cavity to dissipate energy
more efficiently. At the resonant acoustic modes, it is
thus plausible to conclude that the actual component
of wall impedance has the greatest effect on sound
transmission.

4.3.3. Effect of perforation ratio of the MPPs on STL

To investigate the effect of the perforation ratio on
the multilayered MPPs for both cases (when the MPPs
are coupled to the receiving room and when the MPP
is coupled to both the receiving and emitting room),
the STLs are plotted for different perforation ratio val-
ues. The micro-perforation ratios of the two MPPs are
equal: σ1 = σ2 = 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2%. As shown in
Figs. 10 and 11, as the micro-perforation ratios grow,
the STL deteriorates for both cases with a large gain
at resonances.
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Fig. 10. STL of double MPPs connected to a receiving en-
closure for various perforation ratios when σ1 = σ2.

Perforation ratios of the two MPPs are normally
varied in a typical arrangement to reduce reflections
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Fig. 11. STL of double MPPs connected to an emitting
and receiving enclosure for various perforation ratios when

σ1 = σ2.

and transmissions from internal noise sources such as
those produced by the engine and sent into the pas-
senger compartment or in adjacent rooms. Figure 12
illustrates the calculated STLs for various perforation
ratios in the first case.
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Fig. 12. STL of double MPPs connected to a receiving en-
closure for various perforation ratios when σ1 ≠ σ2.

Similar to the case of equal micro-perforation, the
STLs deteriorate when the plate is perforated, as
shown in Fig. 12. In addition, the STL is dependent on
the variation of perforation ratios of the two MPPs, as
illustrated in Fig. 12, for the case of (0.0, 0.2%) and
(0.2, 0.0%). However, a large gain is obtained at reso-
nances with the arrangement (0.0, 0.2%).

Figure 13 displays the sound transmission loss
when the double MPPs is coupled to both the source
and receiving enclosures. Acoustic resonances in the
receiving chamber (dips) are attenuated when the per-
forations are located on the receiving side (0.0, 0.2%).
Similarly, acoustic resonances in the source enclosure
(peaks) are also damped when the perforations are po-
sitioned on the source side (0.2, 0.0%). For the ar-
rangement (0.2, 0.2%), the resonances of both the
receiving and source enclosure are damped. However,
the sound transmission loss is highly degraded.
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Fig. 13. STL of double MPPs connected to an emitting
and receiving enclosure for various perforation ratios when

σ1 ≠ σ2.

4.3.4. Effect of the gap thickness

To assess the influence of varying air gap depths on
STL, a series of numerical simulations were conducted.
Figures 14 and 15 illustrate how the STL of a double
MPP structure responds to different air gap depths
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Fig. 14. Influence of air gap on STL of double MPP parti-
tion, σ1 = σ2 = 0.1%.
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Fig. 15. Influence of air gap on STL of double MPP parti-
tion when coupled to both source and receiving enclosure,

σ1 = σ2 = 0.1%.

(0.02, 0.05, and 0.10 m) when subjected to acoustic ex-
citation and when it is coupled to both the source and
receiving room. As depicted in Figs. 14 and 15, as the
air gap thickness increases, the STL values increase.
This phenomenon is attributed to an increase of system
coupling resulting from the reduced air gap thickness.
As the air gap thickness rises, Figs. 14 and 15 demon-
strate that the transmission characteristics in the case
when coupled to a receiving chamber increase greater
than those of the second case. Thus, each case should
be carefully considered. In conclusion, the thickness
of the air gap significantly affects the sound insulation
capabilities of the structure. In the case, when the par-
tition is coupled to both the receiving and source en-
closure the dissipation properties are significant when
the air gap is increased.

4.3.5. Influence of porous material on sound
transmission loss

To enhance the sound transmission loss at reso-
nant frequencies, we introduce sound-absorbing ma-
terial with a specific flow resistivity into the space
between the MPPs. This absorbent material is rep-
resented as an equivalent fluid, and its material char-
acteristics are determined using the empirical model
developed by Delany and Bazley (1970). The as-
sociated weak form (Eq. (15)) may account for air-
borne propagation through low frame stiffness insu-
lating materials filling the cavity, by replacing c0 and
ρ0 with ca and ρa which are complex and frequency-
dependent. It is important to note that for a com-
prehensive description, poroelastic modeling should be
considered. However, as demonstrated by Beranek in
1947, when sound propagates through soundproofing
materials with relatively low frame stiffness, longitudi-
nal elastic vibrations attenuate significantly more than
acoustic compression waves.

Figure 16 presents a comparison of computational
results for a gap filled with fiberglass as opposed to air
for the case when the partition is coupled to both the
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Fig. 16. Computed STLs for gap filled with fiberglass and
gap filled with air.
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receiving and source enclosure. The findings reveal an
increase in transmission loss. Notably, significant gains
are observed at resonance points. The system’s res-
ponse is predominantly influenced by the damping in-
troduced by the absorbent material. This damping is
primarily attributed to acoustic dissipation resulting
from viscous drag forces and thermal interactions be-
tween the air and the material.

4.4. Sound transmission loss of triple MPPs

In Figs. 17 and 18, we have plotted the sound trans-
mission loss for different perforation ratios for the two
cases. The respective thicknesses and hole diameters of
the three MPPs are consistent at h1 = h2 = h3 = 1 mm
and d1 = d2 = d3 = 0.3 mm, with cavity depths equal to
ha1 = ha2 = 40 mm. The dimensions of the enclosures
remain unchanged.
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Fig. 17. STL of triple MPPs for various perforation ratios
of the MPP when coupled to the receiving enclosure.
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Fig. 18. STL of triple MPPs for various perforation ratios
of the MPP when coupled to both receiving and source

enclosure.

As observed with double MPPs, the modal effect
of the acoustic enclosure is present and the STL val-
ues tend to decrease as the micro-perforation ratio in-
creases, except at the resonant frequencies of the cou-
pled system where large gain is obtained.

5. Conclusion

This study presents the results of a vibro-acoustic
investigation of a double MPP structure coupled to re-
ceiving enclosure or both the source and receiving en-
closure. The transmission loss of this structure was pre-
dicted using an analytical methodology. Using a mod-
ified variational model, the equations governing the
coupled system were derived. The acoustic pressure
within the enclosures is described by the 3D-enhanced
Fourier series. Furthermore, the validity and precision
of this model were confirmed through FE computa-
tions, resulting in a substantial level of agreement.
Then a parametric analysis was carried out aimed at
discerning the influence of enclosure size, air gap thick-
ness, acoustic enclosure impedance, perforation ratio of
the MPPs, and insertion of absorbent material in the
gap on the sound transmission of double MPPs in
the coupled configurations.

The results summarized here are the most signifi-
cant. It has been shown that the presence of an acous-
tic enclosure on the receiving side or both sides may
have a significant effect on the sound transmission
loss of double MPP structures, resulting in additional
dips and peaks associated with the excited acoustic
modes of both the source and receiving enclosure. In
addition, the real component of the wall impedance
dissipates the energy of the enclosure to affect the
sound transmission over the double MPP structure,
and thus primarily influences the sound transmission
at the natural frequencies of the enclosure. As ex-
pected, the STLs deteriorate with the increase of the
micro-perforation ratio of the plate with a gain at res-
onances. In the case where the double MPP is cou-
pled to both the receiving and emitting enclosure, the
sound transmission loss is damped at acoustic res-
onances in the two enclosures. Furthermore, it was
found that as the thickness of the air gap increases, the
Sound Transmission Loss values also increase pointing
out that there is difference in the increase in STL be-
tween the two situations. Additionally, the insertion
of absorbent material into the gap, in the case where
the partition is coupled to both an emitting enclo-
sure and receiving enclosure, leads to an increase in
transmission loss, especially at resonance points. In the
case of triple MPPs, we observe consistent behavior.
Furthermore, when excited by a plane wave and con-
nected to an acoustic enclosure, the plate-MPP-MPP
structure demonstrated optimal performance. On the
other hand, the MPP-plate-MPP configuration exhib-
ited good performance when connected to both receiv-
ing and source enclosures.

The introduction of an acoustic enclosure on the re-
ceiving side or both sides can have a substantial effect
on the sound transmission loss of double MPP struc-
tures. Hence, the transmission loss of double MPPs
connected to acoustic enclosures necessitates thor-
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ough examination in each case. Compared to earlier
methods, this approach offers greater ease in defining
various structural and acoustic boundary conditions.
Moreover, the suggested method allows the direct ap-
plication to more complex geometric models that only
require coordinate transformation to transform irreg-
ular shapes into rectangles.
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